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Miss Gay America Pageant Returns to Memphis
For the past two
years, the "best of the
best" in female imper
sonation from across
the country have as
sembled in Memphis,
each hoping to be
titled the next Miss Gay
America. This year will
be no exception.
Nearly 60 contes
tants are already pre
paring for their journey
to Memphis in order to
compete in the Miss
Gay America 2008 pag
eant.
Beginning Oct. 17
through Oct. 19 at 8
p.m., all contestants
who have qualified
through state and re
gional preliminaries
throughout the country

will compete in categories con
sisting of male interview, solo
talent, evening gown and talent.
On Oct. 21 at approximately 7
p.m. the top ten finalists will com
pete in the categories of evening
gown, talent and on-stage inter
view to determine who will receive
the distinct recognition of being
called Miss Gay America 2008.
And if all of this pageant com
petition is not enough of a "treat,"
eight former Miss Gay America
titleholders and Luscious, Miss
Gay America 2007, will perform
during the Miss Gay America Re
vue Show on Oct. 20 at 8 p.m.

much stronger than the two prior
years and we anticipate nearly
600 persons in attendance for the
final night's competition," stated
Larry Tyger and Terry Eason.
The total attendance for the
five-day event is expected to ex
ceed 1,700. "This pageant system
is known to be the best of the
best and anyone who has attend
ed this event leaves thoroughly
entertained. People constantly
thank us for bringing female
impersonation of this caliber to
the Memphis area. Our audience
Pageant
Continued on page 5

Memphis Candidates Invited to Forum
by Felipe Zuvichaux
Miss Gay America 2007, Luscious

Success of OutFlix
Continues Another Year
The weekends of Aug. 17 and
24, Memphis became the source
for GLBT films, entertainment,
discussion and critique.
This year's OutFlix Film Festi
val has been long anticipated and
talked about since the close of
last year's festival. Reason being?
Everyone couldn't wait to see
how much better it could get.
Similar to last year, the films
were viewed at downtown's Muivco theater at the Peabody Place.
Closing night was previewed with
a closing reception and open bar
followed by what proved to be
one of the best screenings for the
run of the show.

All events will be held inthe
grand ballroom of the Holiday
Inn Select located in the airport
area on the corner of Airways and
Democrat.
According to L & T Entertain
ment, owners of the Miss Gay
America pageant system, "This
year's competition, just as last
year's competition, will prove to
be one of the strongest group
of top 10 finalist ever to com
pete in any pageant system. We
pride ourselves in being able to
bring such quality entertainment
through pageantry to Memphis.
Ticket sales have already been

Logo representatives, present
for the run of the festival, helped
spread the word to Memphians
in the quest to obtain the Logo
channel to Comcast's smorgas
bord of available stations. In order
to promote the channel, and in
turn send a gracious "thank you"
to one of its sponsors, the OutFlix
committee selected the "legomation" comedy Rick and Steve
as the first block's short for the
closing night.
Needless to say, the crowd
had mixed reactions.
OutFlix
Continued on page 14

As Memphians prepare to elect
a new city council and mayor on
Oct. 4, the Shelby County Com
mittee of Tennessee Equality
Project (SCCTEP) is taking ac
tion. The committee is assisting
TEP's political action committee,
the TEP Power PAC, by sending
questionnaires to each candi
date running for city council and
mayor. Over ninety surveys have
been mailed and follow-up phone
calls have been made to urge
participation.
The TEP Power PAC plans to
announce endorsed candidates
before early voting begins on
Sept. 14. To be the first informed
of the TEP Power PAC endorse
ments, GLBT Memphians and
their allies are urged to sign up on
the TEP email distribution list at
http://tnep.org/html/join_advancing_equality.html.
GLBT voters, their friends, and

their family members are encour
aged to meet with citycouncil and
mayoral candidates at the TEP
Shelby County Committee's Meet
and Greet on Sept. 12 from 6:30
to 8:30 p.m. at Quetzal Cafe (664
Union Avenue, near Sun Studio).
Door prizes, light snacks, and TEP
information will be provided.
Jonathan Cole, Co-Chair of
the committee states, "This event
will provide GLBT voters and their
families and friends an opportu
nity to meet candidates for city
council and mayor and get an
swers to questions on theissues
before Election Day. Be prepared
with the information you need
before voting."
Tommy Simmons, fellow CoChair of the TEP Shelby County
Committee expounds on the
significance of the evening.
"A first of its kind event for
Memphis in which so many can
didates have been invited to a
GLBT political function, this is a
historic occasion. The night repre

sents a political "coming out" for
Memphis' GLBT citizens; a night
in which we can flex our own
political muscle andmake a differ
ence in not only this election, but
the next four years of city govern
ment."
TEP also plans for a significant
presence at the Cooper-Young
Festival on Sept. 15 by hosting a
table at Memphis Gay and Les
bian Community Center. At this
table, all types of TEP information
will be available, including TEP
Power PAC sample ballots, infor
mation on the endorsed candi
dates, voter registration, and TEP
membership forms.
Volunteers will be needed.
Contact Jonathan Cole or Tommy
Simmons at ShelbyCounty®
TNEqualityProject.com to learn
how to get involved.
Triangle Journal and any of
its affiliates do not support any
candidate. The person(s) have
provided this information to better
assist voters. A
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Crimes and the
Perpetuation of Hate

I'm so confused. And the more
that I try to find my way back to
reality and "normalcy," the more
confused I get.
I'm talking about the hate
crimes act, also referred to as the
Matthew Sheperd Act, referred to
by our Congressman and Sena
tors as H.R. 1592 of the legisla
tion, if passed. Sponsored by
Rep. John Conyers of Michigan,
the legislation protects any and all
persons who are harmed in a hate
crime. Those who have perpetrat
ed the victim include those who,
"willfully cause[d] bodily injury to
any person or, through the use
of fire, a firearm, or an explosive
or incendiary device, attempts
to cause bodily injury to any
person, because of the actual or
perceived race, color, religion[...],
national origin, gender, sexual
orientation, gender identity or dis
ability of any person" (Subsection
1 and 2 combined).
The issue at hand and con
stant query of my mind is why in
the world the religious right are
up in arms about this upcoming
legislation.
According to what I read,
anyone who is harmed based on
race, religion, sexual orientation,
gender, or disabilities is protected.
To explicate, if a woman is
raped purely on the basis that she
is a woman, she is protected. If

a black man is walking down the
street and gets tied to the back of
a pick-up truck and drug fifteen
miles in a small townin Texas, he
is protected. If a teenager shoots
any person that gives a negative
response to believing in God, they
are protected. If a lesbian is at
tacked at a local bar for the per
ception of being a gay male and
attacked with a beer bottle, she is
protected.
In all of these scenarios, the
person or persons who are at
tacked with premeditated inten
tions are protected and theat
tackers are not.
My confusion lies with the
question: why would anyone not
support this legislation?
In Memphis and the MidSouth, the perpetual focus has
been on how the ministers will be
prohibited and limited in speaking
out against homosexuality and
gay marriage.
Now when I was in college,
the history requirements that I
took fulfilled my minor in classical
studies: I never got a brush-up
on my American government
studies. The last time Icovered
the Constitution was in my tenth
grade Government and Econom
ics class.
What I distinctly remember is a
separation of church and state.
So... When Section 8 of the

Letter to the Editor
Upcoming Movie for the President?
Let's see. President Bush's approval ratings are in the toilet. His
right wing conservative party suffers from a tarnished imagedue to
charges of corruption and mismanagement of an unpopular war.
Oh, what to do?
Of course! A big white wedding!
Marry the President's daughter off with all thetrappings of tradi
tion, morality, pomp andcircumstance!
Remind anyone of a movie plot? A conservative French politician
film, La Cage Au Folles and a Republican Senator in the American
version, The Bird Cage, both tried this ploy.
We can only hope that the Bush family's plan meets with a similar
outcome.
Hunter W. Johnston

Cent Longnecks
75
Every Sunday Until Midnight
legislation titled, "Rules of Con
striction" states, "[njothing in this
Act, or the amendments made
by this Act, shall be construedto
prohibit any expressive conduct
protected from legal prohibition
by, or any activities protected by
the free speech or free exercise
clauses of, the First Amendment
to the Constitution," what are the
preachers and ministers and rev
erends so worried about?
An entire section of theleg
islation strictly enforces and
protects churches and religious
beliefs in accordance with the
Preamble. Freedom of speech?
Check. Freedom of religion?
Check. Freedom of religious ideas
and beliefs? Check.
The only issue I see with the
legislation is the fact that it's long
overdue. There are a myriad of
people who have suffered at the
hands of a hate crime who have
not been protected or received
justice from their oppressor.
Matthew Sheperd. Emmett
Till. Martin Luther King, Jr. Rosa
Parks. Brigham Young. Miranda
Greer.
All of these people have suf
fered at the hands of an oppres
sor. An oppressor who knowingly
hated them for who they were,
whether it be because of race,
religion, or sexuality.
If a Baptist woman was walk
ing down the street wearing a
shirt that read "Only Baptists Go
to Heaven" and was physically
beaten by a Catholic, wouldn't
she be protected, too?
I think yes.
And I think they'd use the hate
crime legislation as a means to
back her case. A
The views and opinions ex
pressed by the author are solely
those of the individual and do not
reflect the opinions or beliefs of
MGLCC, Triangle Journal, or any
of its contributors and advertisers.

NO COVER
$1 Longnecks
Any Brand Until Midnight
Every Friday

visit us online @ www .backstreetmemphis.com

Memphis' Adult Playground
BaCKSirREEir
MEMPHIS

NOW OPEN

and articles for the next Triangle Journal are due:

September 20, 2007
E-mail: trianglejournal@aol.com
Mail: Triangle Journal
892 S. Cooper St.
Memphis, TN 38104

E-mail TJ at
trianglejournal@aol.com

Be sure to include your name, location and contact information.

405 N Cleveland

Triangle Journal is
dedicated to correcting
erroneous information.
To send corrections,

901-276-5522

Mary's Memphis

SUBMISSION DEADLINK
pictures

2018 Court Ave

Visit

www.marysmemphis.com
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Opinions

— Local

Why I'm (Still) a Republican
by Anthony Childress
Polls are pointing to a Demo
cratic sweep in next year's elec
tions, from the American Presi
dency to Congress and out in the
state and local races the party
is looking good. And while many
in the community will welcome
such prospects as a good thing
for GLBT community, I must offer
a dose of "contrarian," a deeply
embedded skepticism about that,
and offer my own reasons for
remaining a Republican.
First, every four years in the
past several national elections,
the Democratic Party has made
promise after promise to gays—
ranging from Bill Clinton'spledge
to do away with a ban on gay
people serving openly in the mili
tary to Howard Dean insisting his
party would make same-sex mar
riage a reality if voters gave them
the keys to power in2004.
Of course, we can all remem
ber (whether we want to or not)
how the "Don't Ask Don't Tell"
military service policy came about
and its implications that are still
being felt quite negatively by the
rainbow community to this very
day. And Dean, well... he shouted
too loud and too often and proved
himself to be nothing morethan a
ranting, raving Presidential wan
nabe.
Where am I going with this
commentary?
For starters, it occurs to me
that Democrats are far more
comfortable talking about issues
directly impacting gay Americans
than my own Republican party,
but typically, have no intention of
ever taking steps to make their
promises become law: That's the
way I see it.

understandable, as long as you
disregard every other issue swirl
ing around each campaign cycle.
If I wereto vote for or against
someone solely based on gayspecific matters I would certainly
vote Democratic, or at least a leftleaning independent. But the fact
is I am a conservative on money
matters (taxes, etc.) and foreign
policy (Reagan's Peace Through
Strength approach) and more of
a moderate-libertarian on social
issues.
Should I abandon these
strongly held beliefs for what I
regard as political convenience?
No.
And that is why I encourage
other gays who share my general
point of view to remember that as
they look ahead to what, at this
point, appears to be an emerging
Democratic dominance of politics.
Fourth, it has been pointed
out by national Log Cabin Re
publicans that GOP lawmakers
often provide thewinning margin
for legislation affecting gays in a
positive way, even if only a hand
ful of them do so. The point is
that in order to makeprogress on
a host of concerns in our com
munity we must have both major
parties engaged. It is quite easy

Second, when examining the
candidates seeking to lead our
nation, it is, in my estimation,
prudent to consider whether your
own convictions and principles
are in-tune with the person you
choose to back. Simply casting
a ballot for a Democrat because
you hope and pray they will do
something, anything, to advance
the cause of gay rights is not
something I have ever been com
fortable with. Look at the issues
across the board and then make
an educated decision, but keep in
mind your own political bent (and
we all have one, in spite of what
high-minded Independents swear
they despise).
Third, many of my gay and
straight friends question my sus
tained commitment to the Repub
lican Party when it does not "em
brace" me as an openly gay man
and often seeks to keep folks like
myself from marrying my partner
or being a foster parent.
The point is well taken and
Page 4 — Triangle Journal — September 2007

to get liberal Democrats aboard,
and even some conservatives, on
that side of the aisle.
The real work is taking place
on the Republican side and gay
people ought to be thankful for
that. I remain in the,GOP because
it best represents an array of
positions that are of great impor
tance to me. Ialso stay in order to
help make some changes in the
coming years regarding how gay
people are viewed and treated not
only in the party but in the nation
as a whole.
Simply walking away from that
is not realistic or desirable be
cause I see the gains being made,
even if they are often slow to take
place. We change hearts and
minds one person at a time by
demonstrating that gays are not
all the leftist, chanting, marching,
often-angry activists determined
to gut the country's enduring insti
tutions and who typically regard
any connection to values as sell
ing out or being somehow "less
gay."
Fifth, and finally, Icaution gay
people to think about whether we
are best served by single issue
thought or by looking at the broad
picture as it relates to and affects
all Americans.

I'll take the second choice.
I see the next few years as
holding great promise for the
GLBT community, but more
so culturally and in personal,
day-to-day living settings than
in the political realm. Believing
that government should "solve"
all our problems is a frighten
ing prospect. It comes down to
each individual's determination to
chart a course for life and make
it happen. Others will notice and
perhaps become more under

standing of what it really means to
"be gay."
For me, that is the essence of
Republicanism. And it keeps me
grounded when the world around
is undergoing ideological tremors.
The coming election may be the
Democratic earthquake many
are projecting. The question is
whether gay people will be better
off when it stops or if the after
shocks are going to bitterly disap
point far too many in thecommu
nity—yet again. A
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Create Your Own
Safeguards
by Ron Goldner
In my first column it was estab
lished that legal marriage is not
an option for same-sex couples
living in the Mid-South.Therefore,
certain protections and benefits
are lacking within GLBT relation
ships. Since there is no one solu
tion that addresses this issue,
taking certain financial and legal
precautions can go a long way in
helping.
A domestic partnership agree
ment is only one effective way to
establish certain rights in cases
of property ownership or com
mingled finances. Items generally
mentioned in these documents
include, but are not limited to,
agreements about home owner
ship, household furnishings, auto
mobiles and joint bank accounts.
They can help establish a clearer
understanding of ownership with
in the relationship, especially in
the event of separation or death.
Other legal documents, such as a
will or living trust, powers of attor
ney for health care and finances,
living will (sometimes called Dec
laration of Desires) can be set
in place by an attorney. Please
consult with an attorney regarding
your personal situation.

When planning for retire
ment, same-sex couples bear
a greater financial burden. They
are precluded from participating
in spousal benefits from Social
Security or some defined pension
plans. This makes contributing
to an individual retirement ac
count that much more important.
Added to this responsibility is the
cost of health and disability insur
ance. Though there are a growing
number of employers who offer
domestic partner benefits, some
times the additional taxes associ
ated with these kinds of coverage
outweigh the benefits.
Don't be a bystander when it
comes to yours and your partner's
future. Small actions today can go
a very long way in the future. So
until next month...
This article is meant to be gen
eral in nature and should not be
construed as legal, tax or financial
advice related to your personal
situation. Ron Goldner and Waddell & Reed do not provide legal
or tax advice. Please consult your
tax, legal and financial advisor pri
or to making financial decisions.
Ron Goldner is a Financial Advisor
with Waddell & Reed and can be
reached at 901-685-2700 x 110 or
rgoldner@wradvisors. com. A

Pageant

continued from page 1

base extends far beyond the gay
community and it is our goal to
provide our audience, both in and
out of the gay community, with a
positive, well put together, enter
taining and class-act pageant that
will leave them with a new found
respect for the gay community
and the art form of female imper
sonation," they continued.
Most audience members are
usually amazed at the quality of
entertainment, primarily because
these beauties are allowed no
body augmentation or chemical
enhancement below the neck. Au
dience members truly see female
illusion at its finest. "I enjoy the
amazement I see on the faces of
the audience, when they see my
illusions. I know I bring the total
competition package to the stage
and I hope that this year's panel
of judges will see me as the best
of the best, and select me as Miss
Gay America 2008.1 am not com
ing to play this year..." says China
Collins (now from Tucson, Ari
zona), fourth alternate at the Miss
Gay America 2007 pageant.
When first alternate to the
Miss Gay America 2006 and 2007
pageant, Coti Collins from North

Fresh Art From:
Jean Handley
Peter Barta
Kevin Mitchell .
Janna Bernstien

LIVING WORD
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Sundays: 9:30am
1015 S. Cooper (at Walker)

Munchies By:

901-485-0949

, The Blue Fish Restaurant at Cooper and Young

1859 MADISON AVENUE
Next to Fino's -Parking on Street and Gilmore Lot
901-278-0111

Special Workshops on
the first and third
Thursdays at 7:00pm,
see website for details.

2008.

The contestant chosen to
be Miss Gay America 2008 will
receive an estimated $60,000 in
cash, prizes and appearance in
come during her reign. This, com-

bined with the prestige of being
called the "Symbol of Excellence"
is the pinnacle to most,in terms
of female illusion pageantry.
"We want the world to see this
form of entertainment, and know
that it's serious and that these
kids are very focused on winning.
It is emotionally difficult for us af
ter the pageant, as there can only
be one winner, and we know that
there are many that would make a
great Miss Gay America titlehold
er," says L & T Entertainment.
At the conclusion of the pre
liminary pageant season, which
will conclude with Miss Gay Ten
nessee America, in Nashville, on
Sept. 30, there will be nearly five
hundred men who have attempt
ed to qualify for the opportunity to
compete on the national level.
Miss Gay America is one of the
few national events that caters
to a primarily GLBT crowd. While
future plans might include mov
ing the location of the pageant to
another city, L & T Entertainment
indicates that Memphis, is a great
location for this contest and they
are much appreciative of the sup
port given to this event.A

National Basketball
Tournament Hosted by Memphis
by Herschel Stokes

AFTER-BRUNCH GRAND OPENING
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 9 • 11am"" 3pm

Carolina was asked if she would
again attempt to qualify and com
pete, she responded passionately.
"Just because one does not win
does not mean the lifelong dream
of becoming Miss Gay America
dies. I have done more than most
in my 20 plus years as a profes
sional female impersonator, but
my career will not be complete
and completely satisfied until I
reach my dream of hearing my
name called as Miss Gay Ameri
ca. I have spent my entire career
being what others expect a Miss
Gay America titleholder to be.
Now I want my turn to be called a
Symbol of Excellence."
Collins, who is known for her
many illusions including Judy
Garland, Dolly Parton and Reba
Mclntyre, has narrowly missed
winning the national competition,
but this year, is again hopeful to
return to Memphis, only this time,
to leave with the coveted crown
and title of Miss Gay America

Watch out Elvis, here comes
basketball season!
It has been announced that
Memphis will officially play host
to the Memphis River City Tour
nament Oct. 27-28.
This tournament will host
sixteen teams. Available divisions
are Men's, A and B/35+. Official
tournament registration will begin
in Sept. Team participation can
be guaranteed through pre-registration and paying a non-refundable $100 that goes towards the
registration fee.
Competition will take place at
the Davis Community Center, lo
cated on Spotswood, two blocks

from Highland. Saturday game
times will be from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday games will be from 9 a.m.
to 3p.m. Contact the organizer
at membasketballjoc@aol.com
to receive more information or to
sign up for play. All are welcome
to come and watch the games.
On the night of Oct. 26 at 6
p.m., organizers are asking to
have all the local men and women
come to meet teams and devel
opers at The Vault (RP Billiards)
and to welcome all of the basket
ball players.
On Oct. 27, the MemphisRiver
City Tournament has reserved
space at Mary's, Memphis' new
est hot spot, for some eating,
drinking, and all around fun.

Have a letter for the editor?
Send your letter to:
892 S. Cooper St.
Memphis, TN 38104

•

E-mail your letter to:
trianglejournal@aol.com

Sponsors for this year's event
are Nike, Backstreet and RP
Tracks. •

Send pictures to:
Triangle Journal
892 S. Cooper St.
Memphis, TN 38104
or e-mail to:
trianglejournal@aol.com

ipf* |i

RIVER CITY BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT OCTOBER 27-28.2007
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Gay Briefs
Compiled by Will E
Ugandans Hold Anti-gay Demonstration (Uganda)
Kampala - The Associated Press — Hundreds of people held an anti-gay protest in Uganda's capital
and called for the deportation of an American journalist who covers gay issues in the country. Hundreds of
people gathered at a Kampala sports ground waving banners with anti-gay messages, including posters that
said "Deport Roubos." Katherine Roubos, the detained journalist, arrived in the East African nation inJune.
UN Announces AIDS initiative (Sri Lanka)
Colombo - The Associated Press — The United Nations announced yesterday a new initiative to expand
HIV prevention programs across Asia for intravenous drug users, whose use of shared needles is one of the
major drivers of the disease. In some countries in the region, IVdrug users account for as much as70% of
new HIV infections, U.N. agencies said.
Church Cancels Memorial for Gay Navy vet (United States)
Texas - The Associated Press — A megachurch canceled a memorial service for a Navy veteran twentyfour hours before it was to start because the deceased was gay.
Officials at the non-denominational High Point Church knew that Cecil Howard Sinclair was gay when
they offered to host his service, said his sister, Kathleen Wright. But after his obituary listed his life partner as
one of his survivors, she said, it was called off.
"It's a slap in the face. It's like, 'Oh, we're sorry hedied, but he's gay so we can't help you,"' she said
Friday. Wright said High Point offered to holdthe service for Sinclair because their brother is a janitor there.
Sinclair, who served in the first Gulf War, died Monday at age 46 from an infection after surgery to prepare
him for a heart transplant.
Vladimir Putin: Gay Icon?
Russia - The Associated Press — Recent pictures of a shirtless Putin hunting, fishing and horseback
riding have caused a stir in Russian media outlets. Women and menalike have been flooding radio shows and gay chat rooms with comments of admiration and appreciation for his
muscular physique. Political watchers wonder if recent attempts by Putin to be seen as more a "man of the people" might be a preludeto retaining power he has previously agreed to
relinquish. •

Cosmic Closet 1 48 S. McLean Boulevard 1 Memphis, TN 1 901.278.2259 I www.cosmiccloset.com

modern home

Family owned and operated,
located on McLean Boulevard
just behind Starbucks.
Ozone Swivel
The sinuous, flowing lines of the"""1

dison Ave Bar

Ozone stool provide a sophisticated and refined
contemporary statement, perfect for today's
interiors. Hydraulic lift column easily adjusts
from counter to bar height.

Shop our entire line of
merchandise online at
www.cosmiccloset.com

This space-serving bar can be placed against the
wall, and then opened up to create the focus of
your next party! When closed, it can be used as
a server or buffet. Built in storage racks will
easily accommodate glassware and bottles.

A Celebration of Community. A Fundraiser for Memphis' Youth.
Sunday September 23, at AutoZone Park, Third Street and Union Avenue

Action Extension Dining Table

Registration 12:30pm • Walk Begins at 1:30 • Register at diversitymemphis.org

Eyewitness

Memphis Flyer

ff ALKIN MANAGEMENT&INVESTMENT COMPANY,INC.
Real Estate Brokerage, Investments, 4 Property Management

rA

W Managed
ARAMARK
Services, Managed Better.
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Events

L &T Entertainment proudly presents

The

Memphis Men's Chorale The Memphis Vocal Arts Ensemble to
Waiting for Peace
Honor WWII Veterans

Miss
Gay America 2008 Pageant.

One Night in
Vu
few

featuring over 65 of the bestfemale impersonatorsfrom across thecountry

•

October 17,18,19 —8:00 p.m.
Preliminary Night Competition
featuring nearly 60 contestants competing to be chosen as a Top
10 finalist
General Admission tickets are $12 at the door.

October 20—8:00 p.m.
Former Miss Gay America Revue Show
4"#^

featuring many former Miss Gay America titleholders
and Luscious-Miss Gay America 2007
General Admission tickets are $15 at the door.

^

featuring contestant presentation, Top 10 finalist competition, fc
farewell performance of Luscious-Miss Gay America 2007
and the coronation of Miss Gay America 2008
General Admission tickets are $25 at the door.

Holiday Inn Select-Airport Memphis
Sponsored by:
• Anheuser-Busch, Inc.
• Lucinda Holliday's
Made For A Queen Jewelry
• Mid-South Pride
• The Mystic Krewe of Pegasus Memphis
• Senor' Wigs
• Tiara Enterprises, Inc.
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Music of the Greatest Genera
tion is a hit-parade of 30's and
40's jazz standards with special
guest, The Memphis Jazz Orches
tra. This concert will honor WWII
veterans—those special men and
women who fought to save the
world!
Held at the Germantown Per
forming Arts Centre, Music of
the Greatest Generation will take
place Friday, Sept. 28 at 7:30 p.m.

The warmth and intimacy of
Jim Brickman's holiday concerts
have been compared to a gather
ing of friends and family—a spe
cial homecoming—that resonates

ft fe jEl
i i.#

9
ni™ DuBois
Nicole
MissC
Miss Gay America
2006

Raquel Chevallier
Miss Gay America
2005

Rachael Erikks
Miss Gay Americ;
2004
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Dominique sVnchd
Sanchez
Miss Gay America
MissGayAmerica
2003

Catia ^Love"
MissGayAmerica

___________
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Maya Montan
Miss Gay Amer
1998

1
I
^
Paiti LePlae Safe

Miss Gay America
MissGayAmerica

Jennifer Foxx
Miss Gay America

>TIv
boys andfemale impersonation
boys
is an art

The first 200 WWII veterans to
call the box office will receive free
admission. All veterans will be the
honored guests and will berecog
nized in a grand military salute!
Tickets start at $15 for stu
dents and a maximum of $35 for
adults—seniors receive a discount
at the rate of $25. Group rates are
also available for those including
10 or more.
Please call Memphis Vocal

Arts Ensemble (MVAE) at 901458-9766 to reserve tickets or to
receive more information!
The Memphis Vocal Arts En
semble has entered its 17th sea
son as one of Memphis' premier
choral groups. Whether taste
buds crave classical or modern,
spiritual or secular, popular or
obscure, all people are sure to
find something they enjoy within
MVAE's eclectic mix of selections.

Jim Brickman Holiday Concerts Will
Be an Inviting "Homecoming"

jar 'v*

For more informstiovij including pdckdcjG ticket deels
visit www.missgayamerica.com or call 901-603-4838

MmGay America...Where the

Groban hit "You Raise Me Up."
Other selections include Ran
dall Thompson's "The Pasture"
from Frostiana, the rousing sa
cred piece "The Last Words of
David," and the concert's title
piece, "Waitin' for the Dawn of
Peace"—a haunting civil war bal
lad arranged by Ron Jeffers.
The Memphis Men's Chorale
will perform Waitin' for the Dawn
of Peace on Sept. 30 at 7:30 p.m.
at First Congregational Church,
located in the heart of CooperYoung. MMC also performed Gay
Strands in the Fabric of Life as
part of Pride week 2007 in Mem
phis.
Admission is free to the pub
lic and donations are accepted.
The concert is approximately two
hours in length with all ages in
vited to attend, although childcare
will not be provided. •

Aluscious-Miss Gay -America'''2007

October 21 — 7:00 p.m.
Miss Gay America 2008
Final Night Competition

2240 Democrat-Memphis, TN 38132

Waitin' for the Dawn of Peace,
a concert of sacred and secu
lar music, is proudly presented
by the Memphis Men's Chorale
(MMC), an interdenominational
group of professional and ama
teur choral singers who are dedi
cated to the long, rich tradition
of male choral music. Now in its
second year, the ensemble fea
tures the talents of Jay Pontius
(director), Matthew Bowlin (as
sociate director) and Fred Bickel
(accompanist).
Concert selections inelude
Jack Hindmarsh's arrangement of
the distinctly American chantey
"Shenandoah," the Irish ballad
"Down By the Salley Gardens,"
and MMC's signature piece, the
moving Russian liturgical hymn
"Salvation is Created" (Spasenyie
Sodelal). Contemporary choral ar
rangements include Paul McCart
ney's "Yesterday" and the Josh

Sup***

with the true spirit of theholiday
season.
For over a decade, Brickman's
holiday concerts have been musi
cal homecomings for fans of the
dynamic composer, recording
artist, radio personality and con
cert headliner. And every year,
more people discover the magic
of Brickman's piano artistry and
his ability to capture the spirit of
the season. Is it any wonder that
Brickman's name has become
synonymous with new holiday
classics and brilliant interpreta
tions of beloved carols?
Ever since his song, "The Gift,"
became a holiday hit, people have
made his holiday music as much
a part of their holiday celebration
as boughs of holly, festive parties
and exchanging gifts. Another of
his songs, "Sending You A Little
Christmas," has also become a
holiday standard.
Homecoming is Brickman's
newest holiday album and theme
for his 2007 holiday concert tour.
"We celebrate the feeling of
home and family by creating a
warm, inviting family environment
onstage, then sharing that with
our audience," he states.
A beautiful new song, "Com
ing Home for Christmas," features
Richie McDonald, the former lead
singer and songwriter behind
one of America's most success
ful country bands, Lonestar. As
the voice of Lonestar, McDon
ald launched such huge hits
as "Amazed," "My Front Porch
Looking In" and the song that's

become a special favorite of the
U.S. Military and their families at
home, "I'm Already There."
"I've always been a huge fan
of Richie's work," said Brickman,
who not only invited McDonald
to co-write the song, but also to
kick off his solo career by joining
him on the holiday tourthis year.
"Our audiences share a lot of joy
ful spirit with us, and it becomes
such a positive, rewarding family
experience. It's a returnto the
simple traditions of the season,
with great music and camarade
rie," he says.
All of Brickman's holiday con
certs are special homecomings:
for himself, his musical guest
artists, and the thousands of audi
ence members who return year
after year to experience the spirit
of the season in an evening of
magical music.
Jim Brickman will perform at
The Orpheum in Memphis on Sat
urday, Dec. 1 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets
are available at all Ticketmaster
locations. A

Send pictures to:
Triangle Journal
892 S. Cooper St.
Memphis, TN 38104

trianglejournal@aol.com

£lR.rS HOME REPAIR
a, R E M O D E L I N G

SIX GENERATIGN FAMILV BUSINESS

Contact Chris Balton for all your sign needs

901.388-1212 chris@fbalton.com

RON HARDIN

Phone: 901-233-8995
E-mail: arpj@bellsouth.net
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Hate Crimes Legislation
Cohen Supports Hate Crime Bill

Southern Baptist Sissies
Premieres at ETC
by Del Shores
The South. The Bible belt.
Bubba Bush Country. Texas,
a state that contains a mas
sive number of bible thumpers
screaming till they're blue in the
face about what God says.
Now, put all that in front of
someone who wants to come
"out of the closet." It's kind of like
strapping raw steaks to your body
and throwing yourself into a pool
of hungry sharks.
Southern Baptist Sissies is a
heavy morality tale about four
males who attend a strict religious
school and live in Dallas, the

by TJ Staff
U.S. Congressman Steve
Cohen recently voted in sup
port of the Federal Hate Crime
Bill. There's plenty of work to be
done before it can become a law,
however. Cohen went one-on-one
with Triangle Journal regarding all
the controversy surrounding it.
Triangle Journal: Summarize
what the Hate Crime Bill is about
and why do you support it?
Sfeve Cohen: HR 1592, the Lo
cal Law Enforcement Hate Crimes
Prevention Act of 2007, makes it
a federal crime to engage invio
lent conduct against a person or
the person's property based on
the person's race, color, religion,
national origin, gender, sexual
orientation, gender identity, or dis
ability. The bill also provides for
federal assistance to state and lo
cal law enforcement authorities in
the investigation or prosecution of
such hate crimes and also gives

buckle of the Bible belt.
All four are gay and each
handles the interesting situation in
a different way, some good, some
horrific.
Southern Baptist Sissies
makes its Mid-South Premeire at
Theatreworks, 2085 Monroe Ave
from Sept. 6-16. Thursday, Friday
and Saturday nights, the show
begins at 8 p.m. and Sunday
matinees begin at 2 p.m.
Tickets are $12 for general
admission and can be reserved
by calling 901-722-9302 or at the
door. Emerald Theater Company's
Southern Baptist Sissies is direct
ed by Den-Nickolas Smith. A

As other denominations
tell you, "No,"
we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES!"

Passionately
Promoting Healthy Lifestyles

First Congregational
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
An Open and Affirming Church
celebrating the image of God in every person
and the sacred value of every human life
Come and visit us in our new location
in the Cooper-Young neighborhood!
1000 South Cooper
Worship Sundays at 10:30
Classes at 9:30 a.m.
www.firstcongo.com
278-6786

inbalance
www.inbalancefitness.com | 794 South Cooper | 272-2205

Memphis Area Gay Youth
Peer support and discussion group

Call 335-MAGY
NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST

761-7977

BY APPOINTMENT

IN/OUT CALLS
GIFT CERTIFICATES
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Neb site: www.magyonline.org
Advertising space donated as a public service of Triangle Journal

jAdelante!
MGLCC Hispanic LGBTQ
Orgullo (Programas)
Igualdad (Justicia)
Adelante@mglcc.org
Tel: 1-901-570-0876
892 South Cooper
Memphis, TN 38104
Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community Center

priority for assistance to crimes
committed in more than one state
and to rural jurisdictions that have
difficulty covering extraordinary
expenses.
Furthermore, this bill autho
rizes the Attorney General to
award grants to state and local
law enforcement agencies with
extraordinary expenses. The act
also allocates grants to state and
local programs designed to com
bat hate crimes committed by
juveniles.
Finally, this bill amends the
Hate Crimes Statistics Act to ex
pand data collection and report
ing to include crimes manifesting
prejudice based on gender and
gender identity and hate crimes
committed by and against juve
niles.
I support this legislation be
cause I believe that federal law
should be expanded to protect
people from crimes based on
certain immutable characteristics,
whether it is their race, gender,
ethnicity, sexual orientation,-gen
der identity, or disability. Crimes
that are based on such charac
teristics are particularly repugnant
to our society's values and, there
fore, should be prosecuted as a
special category of crime.
I defend theright of all lawabiding people, regardless of
appearance or background, to
be full members of society and
believe this bill will protect all

Americans from becoming victims
of violent hate crimes.
TJ: You received a great deal
of support for your vote in favor of
Hate Crimes legislation, but you
were also met with a lot of op
position. Were you surprised by
either?
SC: No, I am not surprised
about the support at all. I believe
that most people support a bill
which protects all citizens from
becoming victims of hate and
violence. This legislation has been
widely supported by most organi
zations and groups, including the
Congressional Black Caucus, the
NAACP, the. Urban League, legal
and judicial experts and various
religious groups. This hate crimes
bill is something we have needed
for a long time andI think most
people in Memphis and nation
wide realize this.
I am slightly surprised and
disappointed by the reactions of a
few people to my support of this
bill. This bill protects all people
from becoming victims of violent
hate crimes and I am surprised
that certain people would be
against a bill which does this.
TJ: There is concern that Hate
Crime laws will threaten the First
Amendment and a person's right
to free speech. What are your
thoughts?
SC: This bill does nothing to
hinder freedom of speech. In
fact, Section 8 of the bill states
that nothing "in this Act, or the
amendments made by this Act,
shall be construed to prohibit any
expressive conduct protected
from legal prohibition by, or any
activities protected by the free
speech or free exercise clauses
of, the First Amendment to the
Constitution." I am a strong de
fender of constitutionally protect
ed civil liberties and, in particular,
the constitutional right to freedom
of speech. I vigorously defend
everyone's First Amendment
rights and would never vote for
a bill which would do anything to
undermine the exercise of those
rights.
TJ: You've received letters
from some religious leaders in
Memphis who are concerned that
if the Hate Crimes bill becomes
a law it would prevent mem
bers of religious establishments
from preaching against sexual
intercourse between same-sex
individuals. Is there any truth to

that?
SC: This is simply not true. The
Hate Crimes Bill punishes violent conduct. It does not prohibit
or punish speech or religious
belief. There is no provision in the
bill that even suggests that reli
gious leaders would be prevented
from exercising their First Amend
ment right to preach against
homosexuality. This bill will not
stand in the way of ministers
engaging in constitutionally pro
tected speech from their pulpits.
TJ: President Bush says he
would veto the bill as it stands
now because the provisions are
too broad. How do you respond
to that?
SC: I do not know why the
President would veto a bill which
protects Americans from becom
ing victims of violent crime. This
bill is narrowly tailored to address
a well-documented need for fed
eral hate crimes legislation. It had
171 cosponsors and passed on
the House floor with a vote of 237
to 180. It is widely supported by
many groups, including the ACLU,
NAACP, and the Human Rights
Campaign. In opposing this legis
lation, the President is out of line
with the beliefs of the majority of
Americans.
TJ: So what happens next, or
what would you like to happen
next?
S.C.: I would like to see this bill
become law. A companion to H.R.
1592 is currently before the Sen
ate (S.522, the Matthew Shepard
Act). I call upon my Senate col
leagues to pass this important
legislation and send it to the Pres
ident for his signature. My hope is
that the President will do the right
thing and sign this legislation into
law. I also hope that others who
oppose this bill will reconsider
their position-in light of the dem
onstrated need for it.
TJ: What do you think are the
real chances of this bill becoming
a law?
SC: I believe that the chances
of this bill becoming a law are
very high. The Senate will be con
sidering the bill after the August
recess and it should passthrough
the Senate within the next month.
Because the majority of America
supports this bill I feel as though it
will become law at some point. If
President Bush does veto the bill,
we will continue to bring this leg
islation forward until it passes.•

TEP Willing and
Able If Called
When Miranda Greer of Halls
was attacked outside Tequila
Joes' night club on July 15 in
Jackson, she thought she would
never see out of her left eye
again. Greer says she was at
tacked by a patron who thought
she was a gay man, even after
she told her attacker she was a
lesbian. According to Greer, the
man repeatedly hit her in the left
eye with the bottom of a beer
bottle before smashing the bottle
over her head. Luckily for Greer,
the eye has since healed.
The Greer incident was report
ed to the Jackson police, who put
out an arrest warrant for Tyler C.
Mansfield. But it wasn't reported
to the Tennessee Equality Project
(TEP).
TEP, whose purpose and func
tion is to protect the civil rights of
the state's GLBT citizens and their
families, has a Hate CrimesTask
Force designed for such situa
tions. As read on their Web site,

www.tnep.org, "hate crimes are
a vicious assault on the human
ity and safety of the community."
TEP says their role is to reach out
to victims of hate crimes and get
the justice and protection that is
deserved.
TEP President, Chris Sanders,
says the Hate Crimes Task Force
helps victims find services to
make their life easier, which in
cludes, but is not limited to, coun
seling, advocacy and assistance
with legal matters.
Incidents like Greer's are the
main reason the Task Forceis in
existence and Sanders wouldlike
to take it a step further.
"This is exactly why we need
a federal hate crime billthat cov
ers sexual orientation and gender
identity," says Sanders.
Although Greer has yet to
contact TEP, she and anyone else
who is a victim of a hate crime, is
just a phone call or e-mail away
from assistance. •

Cohen Faces Heat with
Hate Crimes Legislation
The month of August is typi
cally referred to as the "dog days"
of summer. With the heat index
in Memphis reaching summer
highs at the beginning of the
month, nothing compares to the
estimated temperature in Steve
Cohen's offices in Memphis and
Washington D.C.
H.R. 1592, the Local Law En
forcement Hate Crimes Preven
tion Act of 2007, was sponsored
by Rep. John Conyers of Michi
gan. With Cohen co-sponsoring
the legislation, his office hasbeen
flooded with phone calls, emails
and letters with words of praiseand disgust.
Memphis clergymen, preach
ers and ministers alike have
vocalized their dislike for the
freshman Congressman's vote
in favor of the bill. Their stand
point on the matter is the fear
that their voices will be stripped
in the pulpit regarding sexuality
and gender. The advancement
of the "gay agenda," according
to the religious right, will prohibit
them from speaking in the pulpit

against anyone protected by H.R.
1592; the inclusion of the legisla
tion would make it punishableup
to ten years in prison.
Cohen, quoted several times
in local newspapers and on news
stations, remains adamant in his
support for the bill. He even goes
so far as to say that President
Bush would be out of line if it's
vetoed (see Cohen interview, pg.
11).
Days away from the endof
the dog days of summer, the
Memphis Baptist Ministerial As
sociation invited Rep. Cohen to a
recent meeting. During the ques
tion and answer segment, words
became heated and intentions
misconstrued. One man, Rev.
Robert Poindexter, stated that
Cohen could never represent him
because "he can't know what it's
like to be black."
Considered ironic by some
members in the ninth district and
the media is that severalblack
ministers have endorsed Herman
Hate Crimes
Continued on page 14

TEP Responds to Matthew Shepard Act
While the primary scope of
GLBT advocacy for Tennessee
Equality Project (TEP) is focused
on state and local issues inTen
nessee, TEPSCC has been col
laborating with national organiza
tions such as the Human Rights

Campaign (HRC) and Gay and
Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) on the Matthew
Shepard Act.
For such groups, TEP provides
local expertise related to lobbying elected officials, contacting

media, and communicating with
leaders of faith,
In the last few weeks, TEP has
informed its members of U.S.
Rep. Steve Cohen's support of
the Matthew Shepard Act and

urged his constituents to thank
him for his support. They also
encouraged people to write letters
to their local newspaper voicing
support of the act.
With a vote on the Matthew

Shepard Act most likely forthcom
ing in the U.S. Senate in Sept.,
TEP will be urging our members
to contact the offices of Senators
Corker and Alexander to encour
age them to cast votes in favor of
the legislation. •
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Change
is Good.
Memphis needs a change. Now.

Zooming in on Director Nunez
Filmmaker Robert Nunez was
one of five directors scheduled to
attend the 2007 Outflix festival.
Triangle Journal caught up with
Nunez, director of "We're All An
gels," and spoke with him about
his experience in Memphis.
Triangle Journal: What did you
think about Outflix?
Robert Nunez: I have a lot of
thoughts about the experience.
The Outflix team really knows
how to treat a filmmaker. I mean, I
was treated like a star. Everybody
there knew films. I watched every
film the two days I was there. I
had a good time watching the
films and talking to filmmakers.
TJ: Was this your first time in
Memphis and what did you like
most about the city?
RN: It was my second time
in Tennessee, but my first time
in Memphis. I had an amazing
time. It was just what I needed.
The people with Outflix, just be
ing around them was great. And I
loved the sweet tea I had it ev
erywhere I went. You don't get tea
like that in California.
TJ: The first weekend of Outflix
just so happened to be scheduled

during Elvis week.
RN: Elvis was all around. But I
didn't get too caught up in it.
TJ: Have you attended other
GLBT film festivals?
RN: I've been to a few.
TJ: And where does Memphis
rank among those?
RN: Memphis would be high
on the list because they know
film. The films are top-notch. I
enjoyed the Q&A with the other
filmmakers. It's definitely one of
the best. And that's what I've
been telling others.
TJ: Do you plan to be back
next year for Outflix?
RN: I would absolutely love to.
I'd love to keep coming back, if
for nothing else, to see Jim Farris
(Outflix Director) and Mark Jones
(Outflix committee member and
fellow film maker). Everything was
first class.
TJ: Do you have any criticism
or suggestions for Outflix?
RN: Yes, they shouldn't change
a thing. Ithink other film festivals
can learn from them. Iposted a
blog about my experience on my
myspace account, www.myspace.
com/wereallangels.

TJ: There were other film di
rectors at Outflix. Was this your
first time meeting some of those
guys?
RN: I'd briefly met Rob Wil
liams (Back Soon director) be
fore, but in Memphis I really got
a chance to talk to him. I met
Casper (/\ndreas, and A Four
Letter Word director) and Mark
[Jones] (Fraternity Massacre on
Hell Island) for the first time. I
really enjoyed that. It's a small
fraternity of makers of gay films.
TJ: What was the inspiration
behind your movie We're All An
gels'?
RN: I read an article about the
characters in the Advocate who
were Christian, gay, and pop sing
ers. And I wanted to know more
about that dynamic.
TJ: What's next for you?
RN: More film festivals. I'm go
ing to Houston, Fresno, Roches
ter, NY and maybe Germany and
France. While I was at the airport
in Memphis, I got a call from aTV
outlet that's interested in buying
the film. I can't say which one at
this time. A

We have worked with each of the major candidates in
the Memphis mayoral race at various points of our
careers and in different venues.

Andreas: Close Up

We believe that the best chance for a meaningful
change in Memphis is the election of
Herman Morris as Mayor.

Left: Directors that
made an appearance
at OutFlix Film Festival.
From left to right,
Mark Jones, Casper
Andreas, Robert Nunez
and Rob Williams.

Your vote counts.
Your vote will create the change that Memphis needs.
Your vote will create the change our community needs.

(me&

Thank you.
Vote Morris for Mayor
Paid for by Angie Dagastino and Dottie Jones

Paid for by Angie Dagastino and Dottie Jones. Triangle Journal does not endorse any political candidate. All
mayoral candidates and their affiliates were contacted prior to publication for the opportunity to advertise.
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Right: Casper
Andreas, with Jim
Farris, addressing
the crowd before a
showing.

Director Casper Andreas won
Best Short Film at Outflix 2006
with Mormor's Visit. The New York
based filmmaker was in Memphis
for Outflix 2007 where his movie A
Four Letter Word made it's MidSouth premiere. Andreas talked
with Triangle Journal about his
experience in the Bluff City.
Triangle Journal: This was your
first time in Memphis correct?
Casper Andreas: Yes, my very
first time in Memphis andI had a
really good time. I went to Graceland. It was really cool.
TJ: Oh, you're an Elvis fan?
CA: I didn't know anything
about him until I came to Mem
phis. Now I know everything
about him. I'm abig fan now. I
didn't know he was buried in the
backyard of Graceland.
TJ: Your thoughts on the Outf
lix Film Festival?
CA: It was great. Lots of peo
ple came, too.
TJ: You've been to your share
of GLBT film festivals correct?
CA: A lot of festivals. I've pre
miered in Miami, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, and many others.
TJ: How does Memphis stack
up?

MCLCC

CA: It's hard to say. It's very
different. Memphis is obviously
smaller, but it was very inter
esting. There were not a lot of
women attending the Memphis
festival. When I was in Tokyo,
one-third of the audience was
women. Come to find out, most
of them were straight women. I'm
told they come to see the boy-onboy action.
TJ: So what can we expect
from you now that you've got two
feature films in the can?
CA: I'm in production now,
shooting my third. It's called
Between Love & Goodbye. It's a
relationship drama.
TJ: You're going with the
drama?
CA: I've wanted to make this
one for a while. But the others
were a bit more convenient at the
time.
TJ: What's the most difficult
part of filmmaking?
CA: The most difficult part of
film making is making a living.
Raising money, picking locations,
and the producing at times canbe
overwhelming. But it's the ulti
mate creative job. A
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Hate Crimes

OutFlix

continued from page 1

"I don't really know how 1 feel
about it, to be honest with you,"
stated one audience member
who wished to remain anony
mous. "On the one hand it was
hysterical, but on the other hand
I'm concerned as tohow people
will view it when released. The
stereotypes were disgusting—the
lesbians with their turkey basters
searching desperately for sperm,
the happy gay couple looking to
add an extra person in the bed
room, and an older and jaded
HIV-positive gay male with a
tweener. It was very offensive but
funny. After a joke, Iwasn't sure
whether I should laugh or get up
and leave."
When asked about the mes
sage OutFlix was trying to send
when choosing the premiere epi
sode as a short for the festival,
Director of the festival, Jim Farris,
stated that "it was merely part of
the eclectic mix that we showed

each night [...] (The movies) all
deal with pain we in the GLBT
community suffer and have suf
fered. We like to add in a little
light-hearted frivolity to lighten the
mood."
Others in the audience thor
oughly enjoyed what people
have come to refer to as "the gay
South Park."
"It felt good to laugh. We deal
with so many political issues
these days and it seems like we're
constantly fighting and on the
defense. Being able to laugh at
ourselves will only make us stron
ger," combated Jon Brownay of
Cordova.
This year's crowd favorites
included Electroshock, a feature
film, and Bob and Jack's52 Year
Adventure as documentary.
Financially, this year's festival
"was by far the most successful
yet," commented Farris.
Will Batts, director of last
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year's festival, attributes this
year's OutFlix success to the
Classic Film Series. "I was im
pressed that the committee was
able to sustain a year-long effort
to get the OutFlix name in front
of the community with the [...]
series. Beginning in January, they
showed films such as The Women
and Rope to large audiences.
That's like having four extra minifestivals throughout the year."
Needless to say, the Memphis
area left impressed, wanting more
and curious as to what next year
would bring.
"Each year just gets better. I
was a little curious to seehow this
year would do, since last year's
festival was incredible. I wasn't
let down. The excellence in movie
selections, crowd involvement,
and directors that were invited
proved to me that the term 'Out
Flix' will soon be a household
name among GLBT directors and
script writers. It's only a matter of
time before the word spreads,"
explicated Jameelah Smith of
East Memphis.
Memphis Gay and Ldsbian
Community Center president
Charlie Weatherall was bursting
with pride at the festival. "This
year's festival made me think, cry,
get angry, laugh way out loud and
even feel like dancing! Movies
can be so much morethan simply
entertaining, although that's of
ten just what the doctor ordered
[...] This year's amazing line-up
proved this point each and every
night."
With OutFlix fresh on every
one's mind and proving tobe the
"talk of the town," there's no tell
ing what next year's festival will
bring. •

For those who plan, the dreams can become real.
The right guidance and support can help make a big difference in many endeavors,
including planning for the future. A financial advisor bpn provide the assistance you
need to set strategies and take action toward your specific goals and aspirations
Call Waddell & Reed today and ask about creating your personal plan

Investing. With a plan.
Waddell & Reed

8001 Centerview Parkway
Suite 103
Memphis, TN 38018
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Financial Advisors'*

continued from page 11
from legal prohibition by, or any
activities protected by the free
speech or free exercise clauses
of, the First Amendment to the
Constitution."
The First Amendment of the
Constitution includes the right to
freedom of religion and speech,
peaceable assemblies and free
dom of the press.
Several national organizations
support the bill, including the
NAACP, the Human Rights Cam
paign (HRC) and the American
Civil Liberties Union. According to
Marty Rouse of HRC, the heat in
Cohen's kitchen is "a top priority
for us."

Taylor-Maid
Cloning

"Welcome "Home to Clean!
Residential and Commercial
Free Estimates
Phone: (901)274-2148
Fax:(901)274-6152
bbrown@taylormaidcleaning.com

MGLCC
MGLCC HOME Campaign Falls
Short of Fundraising Goals

Welcome New General Manager
On behalf of the Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center (MGLCC) board of directors, I
am pleased to announce thehiring of Corey (CJ) Anderson as our part-time General Manager.
Beginning Sept. 3, CJ will be working at the center between 6:00 and 9:00 pm, Mondays
through Fridays. I encourage everyone to drop by and meet CJ!
CJ is a graduate of DePauw University, Greencastle, IN, and has been active in a number of
community service organizations, including DePauw University Association of African Ameri
can Students and The ExodusEmpowerment Project.
The MGLCC board of directors is looking forwardto benefiting from CJ's impressive back
ground which includes grant writing, event planning, public relations, marketing, mediaand
fundraising experience.
According to CJ, "I am excited for the opportunity toserve my community as the new gen
eral manager of the MGLCC. I look forward to empowering, motivating and challenging the
community to rise abovethe status quo, while being a resourceand catalyst for personal and
collective growth."
As MGLCC president, I am excitedto be moving into this new era of strategic growth with
the community center. Having the General Manager focusing on many of the day-to-day tasks
required to keep the MGLCC operating will al
low the board of directors to concentrate more
on the MGLCC's long-range strategic vision.
I hope everyone in the Memphis community
will offer support, encouragement and ideas as
MGLCC transitions from an operational board
into a more strategic organization working to
meet the needs of our community in the MidSouth.
I hope to see you all atthe center very soon
and remember to welcome CJ HOMEwhen
you see him!

by Len Piechowski
After two months of mailings, phone calls, and personal appeals, the board
of directors of the Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center (MGLCC)
recently announced a shortfall in the first major HOME Fundraising Campaign
that recently replaced the struggling monthly 500 Club program.
While setting an ambitious $25,000 fundraising goal,the center raised only
$13,817 in pledges to fund mortgage, utility, maintenance, and security pay
ments over the next twelve months.
Although the campaign was not as lucrative as the MGLCC board intended,
the total pledge and donation amount far exceeded the annual average in
come stream of $6,000 provided by the 500 Club. Ever the optimist, MGLCC
treasurer Will Batts stated, "Our budget plan, based on previous expenditures,
predicts we will pay out $19,500 in building related expenses in the next twelve
months. I, personally, am quite happy that future fundraising efforts will only
need to make up a deficit of about $5,700 instead of the deficit of $13,500 we
would have had with the 500 club."
Although the official campaign has ended, the board plans to continue an
aggressive effort to secure additional donations and memberships throughout
the year. It hopes to make the campaign an annual event.•

Charlie Weatherall
President, Board of Directors
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center

OwDtiplay 21
Phuytograph^ by
Dr. Herb-Zemxwv

WELCOME HOME, MID-SOUTH
Join Us For These Upcoming MGLCC Events

50% of Profit Benefits MCLCC

OUToberfest 2007 A Celebration otWomm
September IS, 7:00 pm < • OUT for Art fundraiser at Paggio's Salon
October 11 < • OutFlix Presents: "TELL - Coming out in the Military"
October 12, 7:00 pm

ing Plans?
Better Tell Your
Financial Advisor

|WADDELL
«<SrREED

Morris for Mayor. Morris spoke
at the Mid-South Pride Parade
in June and has advertised with
GLBT publications for the up
coming election. The same black
ministers who have endorsed
Morris for Mayor are some of the
same that are adamant in fighting
the hate crime bill.
Memphis City Churches,
whose sole creation is to combat
GLBT equality issues, did not
return phone calls or emails to
comment regarding this article.
Section 8 of H.R. 1592 reads
that, "Nothing in this Act, orthe
amendments made by this Act,
shall be construed to prohibit any
expressive conduct protected

Call today:
901-685-2700

Ask for ext. 113

M

E

M

P

H

I

BAY AND LESBIAN
COMMUNITY CENTER
Elephant Woman, Fuji 55 Pro Digital
SLR, ASA 1600, f 1.4 at 1/125 sec with
Nikkor 35 mm f 1.4 manual lens

Opening Party, Friday
September 7, at 7-9 PM
892 South Cooper Ave.
Memphis, TN 38104
Photos of the Barnum and
Bailey Circus and the July 4th
Fireworks from 2007, on
display from Sept 7 to Oct 7

^

Hours Of Operation
Mon-Fri 4 • 6pm -9pm
Sat & Sun 4 • 2pm-6pm

• OUToberfest Music Festival at Crossroads

<$>

«>

<3>

<3>

Cooper-Young Festival
Open House
Escape the heat, relax and rejuvenate
inside the air-conditioned center!

892 South Cooper Street
Memphis, TN 38104
901.278.6422

Creating a better futuie for our
community in the Mid-South

• Q-Cafe presents Tracey Rice at the MGLCC

For more information and details regarding these exciting events, please check our
website at www mglcc.org/outoberfest or email info@mglcc.org

V

www.mglcc.org 4 • info@mglcc.org

4

October 13, 6:00 -11:30 pm 4

S

$>

<$>

<S>

<$>

•

^

<•>

<3>

<$>

Celebrate Holidays With US

^

Halloween Party (10/26)
Thanksgiving Day Feast (11/22)
New Year's Eve Celebration (12/31)

^

Saturday, September 15th
<3>

<» <J>
^

<$>

For details, watch www mglcc.org
<$>

<•>

<$>

<5>

Art Show Opening Reception

<§>

MGLCC Night at RENT

Photographs by Herb Zeman, including
photos of Barnum & Bailey Circus and
July 4th fireworks
Saturday, September 7, 7:00 pm
MGLCC Benefactor Hall

^

Save money, enjoy the show with a
group of friends & meet the cast!!

•
^

Saturday - November 24th - 8:00 pm
Orpheum Theatre - 203 S Mam St
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Community Resources

Voted Best Beer Bust
Every Thursday Night
All Digital Karaoke
Mon, Tues and Wed
NO COVER
Happy Hour
Mon - Sot G - 10
Sun - a« 8

Open 7 Days a Week!
visit us online @ www.metromempliisclub.com

* Indicates Triangle Journaldistribution points.

CARDS & GIFTS

equality
Mid-South Cay and Lesbian Republicans (MCLR):groups.
yahoo.com/group/MidsouthGLR/
Mid-South Pride, Inc.: Mail to 111S. Highland, Suite 322,
Memphis, TN 38111 • 685 S. Highland, 3rd Floor • (901)
414-2197 • Fax:(901) 592.6635 E-mailinfo@midsouthpride.org Website: www.midsouthpride.org
Mirror Image: TV/TS supportgroup • c/o BarbaraJean
Jasen, Box 11052, Memphis,TN 38111-0052
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United:41 S. Century,Memphis
Mystic Krewe of Pegasus Memphis:A social charitable organi
zation. 7626 ShelbyWoods Cove, Memphis, TN38125
Parents, Families & Friendsof Lesbians & Gays (PFLAG):
(901) 682-8709 Web site:www.pflagmemphis.org E-mail
gidrdrake@aol.com
Parents & Friends of Lesbians& Gays (PFLAG): Jackson,TN
38305 (901) 664-6614 E-mail burtren@aeneas.com
PFLAG Oxford/North Mississippi: Meetsthe third Thursday
of every month. JohnsonCommons room 203 (IsomCenter)
7p.m. • (662)816-2142 • PO Box 2142Oxford, MS •
www.geocities.com/ pflag_oxfordnorthms
Perpetual Transition: Asupport and social groupfor transgender people of all varietiesand non-trans allies. Meets
2nd and 4th Monday from 7:30-9 p.m. at MGLCC. E-mail
clanham@memphis.edu. Website: www.groups.yahoo.
com/group/perpetualtransition
Pink Pistols: memphis@pinkpistols.org
Shelby County Committeeof Tennessee Equality Project:
shelbycounty@tnequalityproject. .com
Stonewall Tigers: University ofMemphis, c/oStonewall
Tigers, 2522 CampusPostal Station, Memphis, TN 381522521 E-mail: stonewalltigers@yahoo.com
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gaymen's/women's leather org.
1568 Rolling Hills Dr..Memphis (901) 357-1921
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian,Bisexual Assoc.: GLBA, PO Box
3541. Univ., MS 38677 (662) 915-7049E-mailglba@
olemiss.edu Web site:http://www.olemiss.edu/orgs/glba
UT-Martin ALLIES: Campus and community.Alternate Weds.
5 p.jn. Info 131FHumanities Bldg., Martin 38238 E-mail
neilg@ulm.edu

* Inz & Outz: 553 SouthCooper (901) 728-6535

COUNSELING SERVICES

ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E. (901)345-0657
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947Lamar (901) 7447494
Fantasy Warehouse I: 791-793 NorthWhite Station
(901)683-9649
Fantasy Warehouse #4- 2532N. Watkins -(901)
358-8642
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Cetwell (901) 454-7765
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432Summer (901)
323-2665
Tammy's # 2:2220 East Brooks Rd (901)396-9050
Tammy's #3:1617 Getwell Rd (901) 744-4513
Tammy's # 4: 5937Summer Ave. (901) 373-5760

BARS/RESTAURANTS
* Allusions Entertainment Center: 3204N Thomas St.
(901)357-8383
* Backstreet: 2018 Court Street (901)276-5522
* Bogie's Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle Place (901)
272-0022
* Buns on the Run: 2150 Hzey Ave. (901) 278-2867
* Crossroads: 1278 Jefferson Ave.(901)272-8801
Dish: 948 S.Cooper (901) 276-0002
* Lorenz/AfterShock: 1528 Madison (901) 274-8272
* Metro Memphis: 1349 Autumn (901) 274-8010
* One More: 2117 Peabody (901) 278-MORE(6673)
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003Airways Blvd.
#701 (901) 396-1969,3727 S.Mendenhall (901)
362-2989, 7716Poplar Ave..Germantown (901)
757-1212
* Paragon Lounge: 2865 Walnut Grove (901) 3200026
P & H Cafe: 1532 Madison Ave. (901) 274-9794
" Pumping Station: 1382Poplar Ave. (901) 272-7600
•TheJungle: 1474Madison (901)278-0521

COMMUNITY CROUPS
' Adelante: Support group forGLBT and questioning
Hispanic community Contact: adclantc@mglcc.org
Blue Suede Bears of Memphis. Inc.:41 S. Morrison Web
site: www.bluesuedehears.com
Children of Lesbians and Gays Everywhere (COLAGE)
Memphis: E-mail colagememphis@yahoo.com
Web site: colagememphis@yahoogroups.com
i Cotton Pickin' Squares: Gay/Lesbian Square Dance
Club Meets Thurs.. 7 pnt HolyTrintiy • 685 S. High
land (901)272-2116
4F: Leather/Lcvi group • 698PopeDr..Bartlett38112
Friends For Lifc-HlV Resources: HIV/AIDSService
Organization • 43 N. Cleveland, Memphis (901)2720855 Web site:www.lriendsforlifecorp.org
• Initiative:Faimcss (Political Committee of the Memphis
Gay and Lesbian Community Center) E-mail 1F@ .
mglcc.org Web site:www.mglcc.org/lF
Memphis Area Cay Youth (MAGY): PO Box 241852,
Memphis, TN 38124 (901) 335-MACYWeb site:
www.magyonline.org
Memphis Center for Reproductive Health: 1462 Poplar
Ave (901)274-3550
* Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center
/
(MCLCC): 892 SCooper (901)278-6422 Web site:
www.mglcc.org
Memphis Stonewall Democrats: P.O. Box 42041,
Memphis, TN 38174 Web site:www.mcmphisstoncwalldemocrats.org E-mail mphsstonewalldem@yahoo.
com (901) 327-2677 Meet 4th Sunday ofthe month at
MGLCC at 2 pm
Mid-South Equality: www.geocities.com/midsoulh_

Eric Cassius, L.P.C.,C.H.T.: Hypnotherapy, Individual,
Group, Adolescent, Couples &Family Counseling. Sliding
scale fee available. (901)685-5491 for appointment
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1000S. Cooper (901) 844-4357
* Kent D.Fisher. LPC; MAC: Experiential Healing Center,
1713 Lockett Place (901) 372-0710. EMDR,group,
individual, couples & family therapy v
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual,couple & family counseling,
rebirthing (901) 761-3435
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psychological Counselor
• Simmons, Kelman& Assoc., 3960Knight Arnold Rd, Ste
316 (901)369-6050
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual & Couple
Counseling(901) 761-9178
Rhonda Manning Hidaji, LCSW: Individual & Couples CoalOriented Gestalt & Integrative Psychotherapy, Sliding Fee
Scale, Gcrmantown/Cordova area (901) 757-7706
Counseling Referral Service: MGLCC's ConfidentialCounsel
ing Referral Service (901)347-8701
Kent Usry, LCSW, MAC, M.Div. Specializing in dual disor
ders, addictions, griefand loss, and sexuality issues. Sliding
scale Ice. Call (901)517-1737 for appointment

DENTAL SERV1GES

William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist 79 North Cooper (901)
685-5008
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax Service: (901) 458"152
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant,Smith Barney Inc.. 1661
International Dr., Stc. 200 (901) 818-4134,800-2274146, fax: (901) 818-4233

GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY

HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: 1-888-340-GLBT (Mon.-Fri.,
5-10pm, Sat.-Sun., 4-9pm)
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: 1-800-347-TEEN Mon.Fri. 5-9 pm (Pacific)Web site: youthtalkline.org
L1NC: (901) 415-2700 A communityinformational agency
providing information on sheltersand senior services
• Memphis Sexual Assault ResourceCenter: (901) 2722020
Narcotics Anonymous: (901) 276-LIVE.
Peer Listening Youth-staffed GLBT youth hotline1-800399-PEER Mon.-Fri. 5-10 pm (Eastern)
Suicide & CrisisIntervention: (901) 274-7477

LEGAL SERVICES
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney atLaw: 266 S. FrontSt.,
Ste. 206 (901)527-1316

LODGING

901-724-8010

Joanna Johnson, Realtor, ClayJohnson Realty: 172
Kimbrough PI. (901)481-1650
Glenn Moore, Glenn Moore Realty: (901)377-1057
Chad Oakley, Home Loan Consultant,American
Home Mortgage: 7C Stonebridge Blvd.,Jackson, TN
(731)499-2900
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell& Company: 54S.
Cooper (901) 278-4380
Andrew Thompson, Heritage HomeMortgage: 6465
Quail Hollow #200, Memphis (901>271-3717
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell & Company:54
S. Cooper (901) 278-4380

MASSAGE SERVICES

A Bodywise Company Guesthouse: Relaxingtherapeutic,
full-body massage/sports massage. Special discounts
available. (901)377-7701
Mike Warkentin, LMT: By appt. (901)218-0669. Inbalance Fitness, 794 S.Cooper
Stephen Pair: Sports, therapeutic,relaxing, Swedish mas
sage (901) 277-1705 E-mail stephenpair@aol.com
Tom Pitman: Swedish/Deep tissue- Hot stone massage
(901) 761-7977 E-mail: tompitmanmemphis@yahoo.

SPIRITUALITY

American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:Box 41371,
Memphis 38174-1371
* First Congregational Church:Worship Service: Sun.
10:30 am • 1000 SouthCooper (901) 278-6786
First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School,9:30 am; Cof
fee & fellowship, 10:30 am; Worship,11 am • 166
Poplar (901) 525-5619
Galloway Church: www.gallowaychurch.com
* Holy Trinity Community Church:Worship Service:
Sun. 11 am; Bible study: Wed. 7pm; 685 S.High
land (901) 320-9376 E-mail office@holytrinitymemphis.org
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,Healing
Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner, 6:30pm;Meeting
7:30pm • c/o Calvary Episcopal Church, 102N. 2nd
(901)525-6602
Living Word Christian Church:Worship Service Sun.
9:30am • 1015S.Cooper(901)485-0949Web
site: www.livingwordchristianchurch.net
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists& Humanists:
(901 >327-2677E-mail memphisgalali@yahoo.com
Neshoba Unitarian Univcrsalist Church: (901) 2662626
Unity Church of Memphis: 2570Kirby Rd. Memphis
38119

MEDIA

Family 8t Friends: Free monthlymagazine • Box 771948,
Memphis 38177-1948 E-mail FamilyMag@aol.com,
Triangle Journal: Free monthly newspaperpublished by
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center •892 S.
Cooper (901)827-7277 E-mail: trianglejournai@aol.
com Web site: www.mglcc.org/trianglejournal

MLSCFI .1 ANF.OI JS SERVICES
Animal Protection Association: Low-cost spay and neuter
programs (901) 377-3779
Antique Warehouse: 2563Summer (901) 323-0600
Beneath the Surface: Pond cleaning, repairsand mainte
nance. Fountains, waterfalls, streams, pumpupgrades.
(901) 355-0157 E-mail info@pondservicesofmemphis.
com Web site:www.p6ndservicesofmemphis.com
Bereavement Express: A uniqueway to express yoursympa
thy to family, friends,co-workers, clients. (901) 5789107 Web site: www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Christian Funeral Directors: 2615Overton Crossing
(901)358-0062
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19N. Cooper (901) 725-0521
DJ Services: breakbeatkid69@hotmail.com
DivcrsityBuilder: Free Professional Gay Referrals, Box
3614, Brentwood, TN 37024 (615)794-5047 E-mail
info@diversitybuilder.com Web site:www.diversitybuilder.com; Now performing Diversity Trainingfor corpora
tions, large and small. E-mail info@diversitybuilder.com
Web site:diversitybuilder.com/diversity_training.php or
(615)424-2323 and ask for RachelStanton
Doing Business In Memphis: Marketing8r Sales I cads
Database. 901.525.0552 Website: www.memphisbusi-

SPORTS AND FITNESS
Bluff Gity Sports Association: www.bluffcitysports.net
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation& meditation
classes (901) 682-0855

TRAVEL

I

12 issues for $25 mailed the same day as TJ hits the stands.

1349 Autumn Ave.

REAL ESTATE SERVICES

French Quarter Suites: 2144Madison (901)278-4000
Hampton Inn & Suites: 962S. Shady Grove (901) 7620056

Buy a subscription lo ike MlJ-Soulb's ONLY GLBT news publication.

Name: _
Address: _
City:_
Phone:.

Full Spectrum Painting (901) 643-2814
Girls Work: Includes housedoctors, intimate occasions,
lunch to go,basketgrams and everyday services E-mail
grlswrk@hotmail.com Web site:www.webspawner.
com/users/girlswork/index.hlml
Humane Society of Memphis8t Shelby County: 935
Farm Rd., Memphis, TN38134,901-937-3900
Memphis Magic: Professional magicians, live animals,
clowns, balloon artists, face painter, DJs,pony rides &
illusionists—ffind raisers (901)358-7258 Nicholas
Toombs Web site: www.thefunstartsnow.aim
Memphis Paranormal Investigation Team: memphisparanormalinvestigations.com
Midtown Galleries: Contemporary art,antiques, interior
design • 2232 Central Ave. (901) 725-0049
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.exp., ref., onsightest., • (901)274-0281 eveningsorweekends
Mr. Scruffs Pet Care:Pet sitting (901) 725-9216
Paggios for Hair Salon: (901) 274-3944
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sittingand/or house sittingby
competent, caringcouple (901) 726-6198
Professional Pest Management: (901) 327-8400
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe& Trent Gatewood (901)
503-8376 or (901) 649-3270
Vantek: Internet Services • P.O. Box 281 Collierville
38027 (901) 854-6414 E-mail: vtadmin@vantek.
net Web site: www.vanlek.net

Assurance Video/Diversity Productions, Inc.Jock models
art and videography, inventoryasset management, and
independent filmmaking. (901)266-0720 E-mail makingamovie@aol.com
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 (901)278-5002
See-S: Portraits & photography (901) 327-3760
Cherished Moments Photography: Union ceremonies and
other special events. Website: www.cherishedmoments.
info (901)831.8190

State: _

Zip:.

Mail to- Triangle Journal * 892 S. Cooper * Memphis TN * 38104
E mail above infomation to: tnanglejournal@aoLcom

Great American Cruises, Inc.: CruiseTravel Agency,
Sherman Perkins, 52 N. Second(901) 525-5302
Walls Limousine Service, Inc.: Transportationservices
available in the tri-state area. Luxury limousines,
luxury sedans, standard sedans,15 passenger vans,
standard excursions. (662)781-9320 Website:
www.wallslimo.com

To add or change
a listing, please
E-mail:
trianglejournal@aol.com
or
call 901.827.7277
or 901.210.7569
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• Seriously Sober - Holy Trinity Community
Church (901) 320-9376 -8 pm
• Karaoke - One More- 8 pm
• Drag Show - Crossroads - 11 pm
• Ladies Night - Allusions Entertainment
Center - 10pm
• Late Nite Beer Bust - Pumping Station

WEDNESDAYS
• Frontrunners 3-mile run, Overton Park
Pavilion, 6pm
• Dart Tournament -The Jungle - 7:30pm
• Lights Out - Come Party in the Dark - Metro
• Karaoke - Madison Flame 7p.m. - 3am
• Galloway Church Book Club - Otherlands
7:30 pm

REGULAR WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
SUNDAY CHURCH SERVICES
First Unitarian Church of Memphis
(AKA Church of the River) - 292 Vir
ginia Ave. W. 38101 - Minister, Burton
D. Carley - Services 1 lam - 526-8631
Open Heart Community of Faith - Bible Study
& Worship Celebration - North End of First
Congregational (1000 South Coooper) - (901)
323-3514-9am
Holy Trinity Community Church - Sun
day School and Holy Worship Service &
Children's Church - (901) 320-9376- office@holytrinitymemphis.org - 9:45am
and 1 lam
First Congregational Church - Sunday School,
Cafe Congo, and Worship Service -(901) 2786786-9:30am, 10am, and 10:30am
Prescott Church - Sunday School & Worship
Service -'(901) 327-8479 -9:30am & 10:45am
The People of Galloway Church - "Open
Door" Service - 10:45am
• Living Word Christian Church - 9:30 a.m.
and 6 p.m. (901) 485-0949

Trinity Community Church - (901) 320-9376
- 7pm
• Lesbians with Breast Cancer - Support Group
- YWCA
(766 South Highland) - 7pm
• Singles Dart Tournament - Crossroads
- 7:45pm
• Pool Tournament - OneMore - 8:30pm
• Karaoke Night - Metro - 10pm

9

6

7
"Photographs by
Herb Zeman Art Show
Opening Reception
7:00 p.m.

Southern Baptist
Sissies at Emerald

8
•Gaymes 2008 Meeting
2:00 p.m.
Southern Baptist
Sissies at Emerald

Theater Company, 8
p.m.

12
Meet the Mayoral
Candidates - Quetzal
Cafe 6:30 p.m.
"Game Night 6-9 p.m.

13

14
*Q-Cafe: Jennifer
Esther 7:00 p.m.

Southern Baptist
Sissies at Emerald

Theater Company, 8
p.m.

Out for Art - Paggio's
Salon 7:00 p.m.

Southern Baptist
Sissies at Emerald

Theater Company, 8
p.m.

Southern Baptist
Sissies at Emerald
Theater Company, 2
p.m.

15
Cooper Young Festival

Southern Baptist
Sissies at Emerald

Theater Company, 8
p.m.

Southern Baptist
Sissies at Emerald
Theater Company, 2
p.m.

17

23

19

18

"Finance Committee
6:30 p.m.

•Womyn's Potluck 6:30
p.m.

24

26

25

*Q-Cafe: Boy & Girl
7:00 p.m.

Triangle Journal

deadline

27

28

29

*Q-Cafe: Jennifer Es
ther 7:00 p.m.

•Perpetual Transition
7:30 p.m.

Music of the Greatest
Generation at Germantown Performing Arts
Centre, 7:30 p.m.
30

1

Diversity Memphis
Walks at AutoZone
Park, 12:30 p.m.
Memphis Men's Chorale
at First Congregational
Church, 7:30 p.m.

WOMEN'S RIGHTS • RACIAL EQUALITY
• GAY RIGHTS • REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS

I

• ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
l!

13
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11
•OutFlix Meeting 7:00
p.m.

Grand Opening of
Lulalyn Gallery 11 a.m.
- 3 p.m.

?0_

8. The Jungle
1. Metro
2. One More
10. P&H Cafe
3. Inz and Outz
11. Madison Flame
4. MGLCC
5. Paragon Lounge 12. Backstreet
6. Pumping Station13. Bogie's
7. Dish
14. Otherlands

5

!
l

8

7

10
•Perpetual Transition
7:30 p.m.

"Stonewall Democrats
2:00 p.m.

I
I

- 6:30pm
• Phoenix AA - Open AA group -Grace-St.
Luke's Chuch, 1790 Peabody - 8pm
• The Caring Group- Relaxation and destressing by subtle energy practices - Holy

4

Theater Company, 8
p.m.

16

MCloroland

MONDAYS

• Women's Rugby Practice - Audubon Park

SATURDAY

Southern Baptist
Sissies at Emerald

Sundays at 11 A.M.

3 14

FRIDAY

1

Theater Company, 8
p.m.

•MGLCC Board
Meeting 1 p.m.

685 S. Highland St.
Memphis, TIM 38111
901.520.9376
www.holytrinitymemphis.org

SUNDAYS

3

"Men's Potluck 6:30
p.m.

call 901.210.7569 or 901.827.7277

HOLY TRINITY

• Tea Dance - Metro - 4pm
• Pool Tournament - PumpingStation - 6pm
• After Park Set Sundays - Paragon - 9pm
• Drag Show - Backstreet - 11pm
• Country Sissy Bingo - Crossroads - 8 pm

TUESDAYS

FRIDAYS

A WELCOMING CONGREGATION OE THE
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST

J

1

Have a regular weekly activity?
Please submit to:
trianglejournal@aol.com

• First Congo Films - First Congregational
Church - (901) 278-6786 - 7pm & 9pm
• MGLCC Coffeehouse Nights - Community
Center - (901) 278-4297 - 7pm

WEDNESDAY CHURCH
SERVICES

• Monday Night at the Movies - Sponsored by
Holy Trinity Community Church - Bartlett
Cinema 10 - 6:45pm - Details at www.
HolyTrinityMemphis.org
• Pool Tournament - The Jungle - 7:30pm
• Dart Tournaments - One More, Pumping
Station - 8pm
• Karaoke Night - Metro- 10pm
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SATURDAYS
• Drag Show - Allusions Entertainment
Center 10:30pm & 12:15pm
• Drag Show - Crossroads - 11 pm

KNOWN MORE FOR WHO WE INCLUDE.

Taize - First Congregational Church -(901)
278-6786
• Holy Trinity Community Church - Fellowship
Supper and Bible Study - (901) 320-9376- office@holytrinitymemphis.org - 6pm & 7pm
• Living Word Christian Church - Worship
Service - (901) 452-6272- 7pm
• Open Heart Community of Faith - "A Course
in Miracles" - Study Group- North End of
First Congregational (1000 South Cooper)
- (901) 323-3514- 7:30pm

THURSDAY

- 10pm
• Drag Show - Backstreet - Midnight

THURSDAYS

• Cotton Pickin' Squares - Holy TrinityCom
munity Church - (901) 438-2427- 7:30pm
• Karaoke - Paragon -9pm
• Karaoke Night - Allusions Entertainment
Center9:30-11:30pm
• Amateur Show - Metro - 11:30pm
• Barbara Blue with Nat Kerr - Crossroads - 10
p.m.

Community Calendar September 2007
SUNDAY
|
MONDAY
|
TUESDAY
| WEDNESDAY 1
•INDICATES EVENTs HELD AT MEMPHIS GAY AND LESBIAN COMMUNITY CENTER

• NONVIOLENCE • GENDER EQUALITY

2
Cooper St

• WORKER'S RIGHTS

Send pictures to:
Triangle Journal
892 S. Cooper St.
Memphis, TN 38104
or e-mail to:
trianglejournal@aol.com

• HUMAN RIGHTS

4

If any of these issues are important to you
and you want to become an active vehicle
for change, join the

WOMEN'S
ACTION COALITION

E. VmfcMty

/ Not to Seals
/S'ot all stTMts ihown

tV4C meetings are held every second and fourth Sunday night
^ 6:30 PM at First Congregational Church, 1000 S. Cooper,
Memphis, TN 38104 (park in the back off Blythe)
.

/

TN^Wklnut Drove

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, E-MAIL AMULLNS1@MEMPHIS.EDU.

Increase your sales
and
advertise with us!
For pricing and
information
contact us at
trianglejournal@aol.
com or
901.827.7277/
901.210.7569

DVD/VIDEO RENTALS AND
SALES,
PREVIEW BOOTHS AND
VIDEO ARCADES
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (East)
791 N. White Station Rd. • 683-9649
(Body Jewelry)
Executive South (South)
1847 E. Brooks Rd. • 345-0825
(Mini-Theatre)
Fantasy Warehouse #4 (Nortl
2532 N. Watkins • 358-8642

OPEN 6 DAYS
Mon - Sat.
8 a.m. - 12 Midnight
Closed Sundays and Holidays
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HI

. ,V;

WILLIAM CASTLE, DD$
79 NORTH COOPER

(901)685-5008

